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1 INTRODUCTION
This annual report summarizes the progress made over the period April 1, 1994 to
March 30, 1994, for NASA Grant No. NAGW-3508 entitled "Modeling of the Coupled
Magnetospheric and Neutral Wind Dynamos." The main effort over this period concentrated
on completing the modeling of the high-latitude Poynting flux and comparing these results
with the DE-B measurements. The following summarizes this aspect of the research.
2 PROGRESS DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
Work at SRI involved modeling the exchange of electromagnetic energy between the
ionosphere and magnetosphere to help interpret the DE-B Poynting flux observations. To
describe the electrical properties of the high-latitude ionosphere, we constructed a numerical
model, from the framework provided by the Vector Spherical Harmonic (VSH) model, that
determines the ionospheric currents, conductivities, and electric fields including both
magnetospheric inputs and neutral wind dynamo effects. This model development grew from
the earlier question of whether an electrical energy source in the ionosphere was capable of
providing an upward Poynting flux. The model solves the steady-state neutral wind dynamo
equations and the Poynting flux equation to provide insight into the electrodynamic role of the
neutral winds.
The modeling effort to determine the high-latitude energy flux has been able to reproduce
many of the large-scale features observed in the Poynting flux measurements made by DE-2.
Because the Poynting flux measurement is an integrated result of energy flux into or out of the
ionosphere, we investigated the ionospheric properties that may contribute to the observed flux
of energy measured by the spacecraft. During steady state the electromagnetic energy flux, or
DC Poynting flux, is equal to the Joule heating rate and the mechanical energy transfer rate in the
high-latitude ionosphere. Although the Joule heating rate acts as an energy sink, transforming
electromagnetic energy into thermal or internal energy of the gas, the mechanical energy transfer
rate may be either a sink or source of electromagnetic energy. In the steady state, it is only the
mechanical energy transfer rate that can generate electromagnetic energy and result in a DC
Poynting flux that is directed out of the ionosphere.
The modelsimulationled to anumberof conclusions.
2.1
• The electromagnetic energy flux is predominantly directed into the high-latitude
ionosphere, with greater input in the morning sector than the evening sector by a factor
of three.
• The Joule heating rate accounts for much of the electromagnetic energy deposited in the
ionosphere, with the conductivity-weighted neutral wind contributing significantly to
the Joule heating rate and thus to the net electromagnetic energy flux in the ionosphere.
• On average, the mechanical energy transfer rate contributes about 20% to the net
electromagnetic energy flux in the dawn, dusk, and polar cap regions, acting as a sink
of electromagnetic energy flux in the dawn and dusk sectors and a source of
electromagnetic energy flux in the polar cap.
• An upward electromagnetic energy flux is found in the regions near the convection
reversal boundaries. This flux is due to the mechanical energy transfer rate exceeding
the Joule heating rate. The upward electromagnetic energy flux was found to be small
partly due to the relationship of the conductivity-weighted neutral wind to the imposed
electric field and partly due to the Joule heating rate increasing irrespective of the
source of electromagnetic energy flux.
TRAVEL
There was no travel during this reporting period.
2.2 SUBCONTRACT
A subcontract to the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) has been established and is under
the direction of Professor Rod Heelis. During the reporting period, UTD has continued an exami-
nation of satellite measurements of the DC Poynting flux as an indicator of electromagnetic
energy transport through the high latitude ionosphere.
2.3 SCIENTIFIC REPORTS
A paper describing the numerical results for the modeling study of the Poynting flux has
been accepted and is in press: "Interpretation and Modeling of the High-Latitude
Electromagnetic Energy Flux," by J.P. Thayer, J.F. Vickrey, J.B. Gary, and R.A. Heelis.
A paper describing the statistical distribution of the Poynting flux measurements from
DE-2 has been accepted and is in press: "Summary of Field-Aligned Poynting Flux Observa-
tions From DE 2," by J.B. Gary, R.A. Heelis, and J.P. Thayer.
3 PLANS FOR THE COMING PERIOD
A number of aspects of this research will be addressed in the coming period. The neutral
wind dynamo analysis will continue with further development in modeling the currents and/or
electric fields under different geophysical conditions and for different seasons. A term analysis
will also be carried out to describe the importance of each term in the dynamo equation under
these different geophysical conditions. Further development of the spectral code is required to
accommodate the latest version of the NCAR-TIEGCM. New model runs from the NCAR-
TIEGCM are anticipated that will provide better tidal parameterization within the model and
include a better electrodynamic simulation. Also, a better representation of the magnetosphere
will be pursued in order to incorporate more realistic coupling between the ionosphere and
magnetosphere.
The modeling of the electrical energy flux between the ionosphere and magnetosphere will
be pursued further providing a new view and new insight into describing the role of the neutral
wind dynamo in terms of its electrical energetics. This modeling effort will benefit from the
dynamo calculations and will address similar issues.
Aspects of the numerical modeling will be compared with observed electrodynamic
features from the DE-2 spacecraft in coordination with the UTD team. There is a close
relationship between the Poynting flux measurements made by DE-2 and the neutral wind
dynamo processes, as discussed in the papers appended to this report. We will be pursuing this
line of study to help elucidate the electrodynamic processes involved in contributing to the
observed Poynting flux measurements.
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ABSTRACT
An interpretation of the electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes under steady-state
conditions is presented and analyzed through modeling of the large-scale coupling between the
high-latitude ionosphere and magnetosphere. In this paper, we elucidate the steady-state
relationship between the electromagnetic energy flux (divergence of the DC Poynting flux), the
Joule heating rate and the mechanical energy transfer rate in the high-latitude ionosphere. We
also demonstrate the important role of the neutral wind and its conductivity-weighted distribution
with altitude in determining the resultant exchange of electromagnetic energy at high latitudes.
Because the Poynting flux approach accounts for the neutral wind, implicitly, and describes the
net electromagnetic energy flux between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, it is a fundamental
measure of energy transfer in the system. A significant portion of this energy transfer results in
Joule heating; however, the conversion of electromagnetic energy flux into mechanical energy of
the neutrals is also considerable and can in some regions exceed the Joule heating rate. We will
show that neglect of the neutral dynamics in calculations of the Joule heating rate can be mis-
leading.
To evaluate and interpret the electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes, we employ the
Vector Spherical Harmonic model, which is based on the NCAR Thermosphere-Ionosphere
General Circulation Model, to provide the steady-state properties of the thermosphere-
ionosphere system under moderate to quiet geomagnetic activity. For the specific geophysical
conditions modeled, we conclude that 1) the electromagnetic energy flux is predominantly
directed into the high-latitude ionosphere with greater input in the morning sector than in the
evening sector, as supported by DE-2 observations. 2) The Joule heating rate accounts for much
of the electromagnetic energy deposited in the ionosphere, with the conductivity-weighted
neutral wind contributing significantly to the Joule heating rate and thus affecting the net
electromagnetic energy flux in the ionosphere. 3) On average, the mechanical energy transfer
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rateamountsto about10%to 30%of the net electromagnetic energy flux in the auroral dawn,
dusk, and polar cap regions, acting as a sink of electromagnetic energy flux in the dawn and dusk
sectors and a source in the polar cap. 4) Weak regions of upward electromagnetic energy flux
are found near the convection reversal boundaries where the mechanical energy transfer rate
exceeds the Joule heating rate. In general, large upward electromagnetic energy fluxes may be
rare as the always positive Joule heating rate increases irrespective of the source of
electromagnetic energy flux; i.e., neutral dynamics contribute directly to the Joule heating rate.
1 INTRODUCTION
The magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) system at high latitudes can exhibit a diverse
character in the distribution of currents and electric fields and in the population and energy of
plasma particles. These features help to def'me the various regions of the M-I system. These
regions are coupled through the exchange of energy between the electromagnetic field and the
plasma. The energy exchange involved in this process can be described in terms of Poynting's
theorem,
s!s"{" s!s sss_--+ e2 av+ av+ 7o_av-0 ,
_0 v
(1)
where the fin'st term is the electromagnetic energy density within the volume, the second term is
the divergence of the electromagnetic (Poynting) energy flux within the volume, and the third
term is the volume energy transfer rate. The derivation of Poynting's theorem comes directly
from Maxwell's equations using the identity Vo(/_ x/_) = /lo(V x/_) - _Po(V x/7). For
magnetospheric-ionospheric applications, the magnetic field energy density, to a very good
approximation, greatly exceeds the electric field energy density. Poynting's theorem, given by
(1), can then be written as
sss sssB' ev+ ( )ev+ joEev=o,
V _"_0 V
(2)
with t_/7 representing the perturbation magnetic field due to the large-scale ionospheric current
system (see Kelley et al. [1991]).
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Poynting's theoremhasbeenusedto provideageneraldescriptionof theenergyexchange
betweenthesolarwind andmagnetosphere[e.g.,Hill, 1983;Cowley, 1991],for the
interpretationof time-varyingelectromagneticfields [e.g.,Fraser,1985],and,morerecently,for
theevaluationandinterpretationof large-scaleenergytransferin the ionosphere[e.g.,Cowley,
1991;Kelley et al., 1991;ThayerandVickrey, 1992;Garyet al., 1994]. Forinvestigations
concernedwith high-latitudeionosphericenergetics,theelectromagneticenergyflux described
byPoynting's theoremis afundamentalquantitybecauseit describestheenergyexchange
betweenthemagnetosphereandionosphere.Jouleheatingandthebulk motionof theneutralgas
in thehigh-latitudeionosphereareadirect resultof this energyexchange.It is this morerecent
useof Poynting'stheoremthatwill bedevelopedfurther in our modelingstudy.
As statedby Cowley [1991],Poynting'stheoremin thesteadystatedemonstratesthatany
increasein plasmaenergythatoccursin oneregionof spacemustbeat thedirectexpenseof
plasmaenergythatis lost in another,wherethetwo regionsareconnectedby a currenttube.
Thus,sourceregionswhereenergyis transferredfrom theplasmato theelectromagneticfield
(j o/_ negative)mustbebalancedby sinkregionsof energytransferfrom theelectromagnetic
field to theplasma(J o E positive). Based on this premise and the magnetic coupling of the
magnetosphere and ionosphere at high latitudes, source or sink regions of electromagnetic energy
flux in the high-latitude ionosphere must be matched by sink or source regions in the
magnetosphere.
Frequently, the ionosphere is treated purely as a resistive load acting as a sink of
electromagnetic energy being converted to thermal energy of the gas. This view, however,
neglects the reactive nature of the high-latitude ionosphere due to the presence of neutral winds
and their potential contribution to the electrodynamics. The neutral wind acts as a modifying
influence in determining how much Poynting flux is required by the magnetosphere to power the
dissipation processes in the high-latitude ionosphere and may potentially make the ionosphere a
source of electromagnetic energy [Thayer and Vickrey, 1992]. Recently, Kelley et al. [1991] and
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Garyet al. [1994]haveshownthroughlow-altitude,polar-orbiting satelliteobservationsthat the
large-scaletransferof energyandmomentumvia theelectromagneticfield betweenthesolar
wind-magnetosphereandtheionosphere-thermosphereathigh latitudescanbedeterminedby
evaluatingtheDC componentof thefield-alignedPoyntingflux. Thederivedresults,interpreted
from observations,haveshownregionsof electromagneticenergyflux into the ionosphere
depictingthemagnetosphericdynamoasanelectricalsource.However,electromagneticenergy
flux outof the ionosphereoverlargescaleshasalsobeenobserved(seeGaryet al. [1994]). The
outwarddirectedenergyflux canbeinterpretedashavingageneratorin the ionosphere,
presumablythroughtheneutralwinddynamomechanism.
ThayerandVickrey [1992] investigatedtheneutralwind contributionto thehigh-latitude
energeticsby comparingtwo uncoupledsystems-- amagnetosphericircuit andanionospheric
circuit. Theyquantifiedtheelectricalenergycontainedin eachsystem,separately,and
demonstratedtheimportanceof theneutralwind dynamoasapotentialsourceof electrical
energyat high latitudes. In thatstudy,ThayerandVickrey [1992]demonstratedtheinfluenceof
theneutralwind on thePoyntingflux by writing thesteady-stateform of Poynting'stheoremas
V _0 V V
(3)
where E' is the electric field in the frame of reference of the neutral gas and E" is the electric
field in the inertial frame. From (3), the divergence of Poynting flux is equal to the volume
energy transfer rate which is equal to the sum of the Joule heating rate and the mechanical energy
transfer rate. As a positive definite quantity, the Joule heating rate is a sink of electromagnetic
energy flux in the ionosphere, while the mechanical energy transfer rate could be a sink or source
depending on the specific relationships among the neutral wind, conductivity, and electric field.
By applying Gauss' theorem and following the arguments presented by Kelley et al. [1991], the
divergence in the Poynting flux may be related to the vertical, or field-aligned, Poynting flux.
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Equation3 hasimportantimplicationsfor studiesof ionosphericandthermospheric
energeticsthatinvolve acomplexcouplingamongsttheconductivity,electricfield andneutral
wind. The determinationof theelectromagneticenergyflux is furthercomplicatedby the
different responsetimesof eachof theseparametersto changesin theM-I system.Theresponse
timefor conductivityandneutralwind is alsoaltitudedependentwith, for example,theneutral
wind respondingmorerapidly in theF regionthanin theE region to changes in the electric field.
Therefore, determination of the field-aligned Poynting flux from measurement must insure that a
quasi steady-state condition is reached in order to interpret those results using the source-sink
concept. However, the different response times, specifically the long response of the neutral
wind compared to changes in the electric field and conductivity, allow for the neutral wind
affects on the M-I system to be investigated. This was first demonstrated by Lyons et al. [1985]
by evaluating the polar cap currents resulting from "spun-up" neutral winds and setting the ion
convection to zero. Deng et al. [1993] investigated the effects of the time-dependent neutral
wind dynamo on the high-latitude ionospheric electrodynamics after a geomagnetic storm using
the NCAR-TIGCM and found that the neutral wind contributes significantly to the ionospheric
current system after the storm. They also calculated the electromagnetic energy flux but,
unfortunately, used the independent generator calculations presented by Thayer and Vickrey
[1992] and not the coupled expression. More recently, Lu et al. [1995] has used the AMIE
technique to simulate substorm and equinox conditions and evaluate the high-latitude
electromagnetic energy flux using the coupled expression described by Thayer and Vickrey
[1992].
It is important to make the distinction between the divergence in the Poynting flux and the
Joule heating rate of the gas. If the ionospheric current density and electric field are measured in
the inertial reference frame, then the flux of electromagnetic energy describing the heat and
momentum transfer of energy between the magnetosphere and ionosphere can be determined ( as
demonstrated by Kelley at al, 1991 and Gary et al., 1994). It is extremely important to note that
an evaluation of the volume Joule heating rate requires a measure of the electric field in a
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referenceframemoving with theneutralgasat all altitudes.This electricfield is not aquantity
thatis directly measured.Thecommonpracticeof computing_p E 2, where E is the electric
field in the inertial frame and Y.p is the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, is not
neccessarily a measure of the Joule heating rate. We point out here that substantial errors in both
the magnitude of the Joule heating rate and in the momentum transfer rate to the neutral
atmosphere may arise by making this assumption. However, the presence of the neutral wind is
implicitly included in a measure of the field-aligned Poynting flux. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the exchange of electromagnetic energy in the high-latitude ionosphere using this
source-sink concept of Poynting's theorem to provide further insight into the M-I
electrodynamic system. Here, we will pursue a modeling effort to treat the coupled aspects of
the M-I system by evaluating the exchange of electromagnetic energy in the high-latitude
ionosphere. As part of this effort, we demonstrate the important electrodynamic role of the
neutral wind and its conductivity-weighted distribution in altitude. We also develop further the
relationship of Poynting's theorem to ionospheric studies of Joule heating and neutral wind
dynamics to elucidate the sources and sinks of electromagnetic energy in the high-latitude
ionosphere.
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2 APPROACH
Adopting the source-sink concept, we apply Poynting's theorem to the high-latitude
ionosphere where the ionosphere is directly coupled to the magnetosphere through highly
conducting magnetic field lines. Electromagnetic energy flux is transferred between the source
and sink regions of the magnetosphere and ionosphere via electric fields and field-aligned
currents. To study the sources and sinks of electromagnetic energy in the high-latitude
ionosphere under steady-state conditions, we use the expression for Poynting's theorem
described in (3). To model this expression we use the Vector Spherical Harmonic (VSH) model
of Killeen et al. [1987] to provide the necessary thermospheric and ionospheric parameters.
The VSH model is based on a spectral representation of the output fields from the NCAR
Thermosphere/Ionosphere General Circulation Model (TIGCM) simulations. The NCAR-
TIGCM is a time-dependent, three-dimensional model that solves the fully coupled, nonlinear,
hydrodynamic, thermodynamic, and continuity equations of the neutral gas self-consistently with
the ion energy, ion momentum, and ion continuity equations (see Roble et al. [ 1988] and
references therein). A simulation is uniquely determined by the input parameters to the model
(i.e., EUV and UV fluxes, auroral particle precipitation, high-latitude ionospheric convection,
and lower thermospheric tides). During a model run, the particle fluxes and the cross polar cap
potential may be specified to remain fixed throughout the 24-hour model simulation. This type
of model simulation is referred to as a diurnally reproducible state, meaning the model
parameters are reproducible over a model day, and the "UT effects" associated with the diurnal
migration of the geomagnetic pole about the geographic pole are incorporated. Although the
diurnally reproducible state may not actually occur in nature, due to shorter term variations in the
solar wind/magnetosphere interaction, the model simulation does provide a description of the
global, UT-varying thermosphere-ionosphere system during a particular geophysical situation. A
setof NCAR-TIGCM runs have been expanded into VSH model coefficients that can be used to
represent a range of geophysical conditions.
In the TIGCM formulation, the magnetosphere is treated as a generator delivering a fixed
voltage to the ionosphere using the Heelis ion convection model [Heelis et al., 1982]. The
parameterization of the ion convection pattern is tied to estimates of the total auroral hemispheric
power input from the NOAA/TIROS particle flux measurements (Hp index). For the model
simulation, any charge separation in the ionosphere due to neutral winds or gradients in
conductivity are closed through field-aligned currents. Thus, for calculations of the
electromagnetic energy flux, the neutral winds contribute to the current system while the electric
field originates in the magnetosphere. The model ionosphere is coupled to the magnetosphere
through the imposed electric field and particle precipitation, but no direct magnetospheric
feedback is incorporated into the model to address how the processes in the ionosphere influence
the magnetospheric response.
In this study, a model simulation providing a self-consistent description of thermosphere-
ionosphere processes is used to study the coupled aspects of the M-I system at high latitudes.
This approach differs from that used by Thayer and Vickrey [1992] in which the electrodynamic
properties of the ionosphere and magnetosphere were evaluated separately to demonstrate the
potential role the neutral winds could play in high-latitude electrodynamics. To make our
calculations, we define a volume that covers the area from the geomagnetic pole to the 60°N
magnetic latitude circle and extends in altitude from 110 to 400 km. We assume that the vertical
magnetic flux tubes permeate this volume, each enclosing a 5°x 5 ° latitude / longitude bin. The
calculations are performed at each grid point assuming horizontal uniformity of the parameters
within each 5 ° bin. Applying these approximations to (3), the expression evaluated at each grid
point in the modeling effort becomes
10
z g
(7)
where S, is the field-aligned Poynting flux. The coordinate system employed is fight-handed
with _ directed positive northward, _ directed positive eastward, and _ directed positive
downward.
The model simulation used extensively in this study is representative of moderate to quiet
geomagnetic activity (Hp index -- 11 GW and cross-cap potential = 60 kV) and solar maximum
conditions (F10.7 = 220 x 10-22 W m -2 sec-1). Polar plots (from the model simulation for the
December solstice in the northern hemisphere at 4 UT) of the electric field magnitude in mV/m
and the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity in mhos are shown in Figure 1a and b,
respectively, on a magnetic latitude/magnetic local time grid extending in magnetic latitude from
60°N to the geomagnetic pole. The electric field magnitude shown in Figure 1 represents a two-
cell ion convection pattern with its greatest values found inside the polar cap. The strong electric
field over the polar cap will be used to demonstrate that significant ion-neulral coupling results in
a small downward electromagnetic energy flux that would otherwise be large if the neutral winds
were neglected. Thus, the electric field contribution to the net electromagnetic energy flux is
compensated by the electric field's influence on driving the neutral wind. Evidence of this effect
will be demonstrated in the following sections. The distribution of the height-integrated
Pedersen conductivity is structured across the polar cap with enhanced values in the midnight
and dawn sectors and a factor of three reduction in magnitude inside the polar cap. The
enhanced regions of conductivity are due to the NCAR-TIGCM formulation for auroral particle
precipitation (Roble and Ridley, 1987).
Figure lc and d is an altitude plot of the local Pedersen and Hall conductivity in mhos/m
along the dawn-dusk magnetic meridian. The local Pedersen conductivity peaks near 130 km
with enhancements in the dawn and dusk sectors of the E region and moderate conductivity
I1
values in the polar cap in both E and F regions. The local Hall conductivity is limited to the E
region with peak values near 115 km and an asymmetric distribution across the polar cap with
maxima found in the dawn sector. These parameters are important contributors to the net
electromagnetic energy flux into the ionosphere and will be used in the evaluation of (7). The
neutral wind contribution to (7) will be discussed in more detail in the following section. Due to
the coarse 5 ° x 5 ° grid of the NCAR-TIGCM, the model parameterizations, and the inherent
smoothing of the spectral representation by the VSH model, the model output variables represent
only the large-scale features of the system, as discussed by Deng et al. (1993).
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3 ANALYSIS
We begin the analysis by evaluating the height-integrated energy transfer rate, .7 o E, in the
high-latitude ionosphere which, from (7), is equal to the field-aligned Poynting flux. The
relationship of the energy transfer rate, or the electromagnetic energy flux, to the electric field,
conductivity, and neutral wind can be shown by expanding (7) to give the expression
(8)
where trp and crh are the local Pedersen and Hall conductivities and Ep is the height-integrated
Pedersen conductivity. The total electromagnetic energy flux calculated from (8) for the model
run described in the approach section is displayed in Figure 2a on a magnetic latitude/magnetic
local time grid in units of milliWatts per square meter for the northern winter hemisphere at 4
UT. The distribution of electromagnetic energy flux shown in Figure 2a is representative of the
field-aligned Poynting flux at high latitudes. The electromagnetic energy flux is predominantly
directed into the entire polar ionosphere with dawn sector values between 2.0 and 3.0 mW/m 2,
polar cap values less than 1.0 mW/m 2, and dusk sector values between 1.0 and 1.5 mW/m 2. An
asymmetry in the electromagnetic energy flux across the noon-midnight meridian is apparent in
Figure 2a with more electromagnetic energy flux directed into the ionosphere in the morning
sector (00 - 12 MLT) than in the evening sector (12 - 00 MLT) by a factor of two or more. Weak
regions of negative electrical energy flux or upward Poynting flux (less than -0.1 mW/m 2) are
determined from the model and are located in the regions near the ion convection reversals.
These features of negative electrical energy flux are caused by the electrical contribution of the
neutral wind as will be discussed in the following section. If the electromagnetic energy flux in
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Figure2a is integrated over the area of the polar cap, 90 ° to 60 ° magnetic latitude, the total
electromagnetic power into the ionosphere is approximately 3.5 × 1011W.
Figure 2b illustrates the total electromagnetic energy flux from a more geomagnetically
active simulation using a cross-cap potential of 90 kV and an Hp Index of 33 GW. The active
case has features very similar to those discussed for the less active case shown in Figure 2a,
however the magnitude of the electromagnetic energy flux in the auroral zone has increased
proportionally by a factor of about 3. The polar cap values in Figure 2b are of similar magnitude
to those of the less active case.
Recently, Gary et al. [1995] provided statistical averages of the field-aligned DC Poynting
flux determined from DE 2 throughout the polar cap. Using DE-2 data of ion drift velocities and
magnetic fields, the field-aligned Poynting flux was calculated for some 576 orbits over the
satellite lifetime using the technique described by Gary et al. [1994]. The data were sorted for
interplanetary magnetic field conditions (northward and southward IMF) and geomagnetic
activity (Kp < 3 and Kp > 3) and binned by invariant latitude and magnetic local time. In
general, it was found that the average field-aligned Poynting flux is directed into the ionosphere
throughout the entire polar cap, as was determined from the model simulation. The magnitudes
of the averaged Poynting flux are reasonably reproduced by the model results shown in Figure
2a,b. Asymmetries in the average Poynting flux for both high and low Kp were determined from
the observations with the dawn and noon sectors having greater values than in the dusk and
midnight sectors. The observed asymmetry between the dawn and dusk sectors corresponds well
with that determined from the model. However, the model also predicts a strong region of
downward Poynting flux in the midnight sector that is not observed in the data. This may be due
to the parameterization of the particle precipitation used in the model and to the averaging over
all seasons of the DE-2 data.
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WhenaveragingtheDE-2dataduringconditionsof only upwardPoyntingflux it was
found thatthemagnitudesneverexceeded-2.25 mW/m 2 anywhere within the polar cap. An
interesting feature in the DE-2 data set is the significant occurrence and magnitude of upward
Poynting flux in the predawn sector during periods of southward IMF and high Kp conditions.
The results of the coupled model shown in Fig 2a,b illustrate much weaker regions of upward
Poynting flux near the convection reversal locations.
Term Analysis
The distribution of each of the height-integrated terms given in (8) along the dawn-dusk
magnetic plane in units of milliWatts per square meter is illustrated in Figure 3 to demonstrate
their relative contributions to the total electromagnetic energy flux shown in Figure 2a. The total
electromagnetic energy flux is given by the solid line in Figure 3 and shows the asymmetric
distribution of energy flux between the dawn and dusk sectors. The first term on the RHS of (8),
Term 1, is a positive definite quantity accounting for the resistive dissipation of electromagnetic
energy and, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 3, is the dominate term contributing to the
positive or downward flux of electromagnetic energy into the ionosphere. Term 1 peak values of
2.0 mW/m 2 occur in the polar cap with nearly equal enhancements of 1.5 mW/m 2 located in the
dawn and dusk sectors. The other two terms in (8) account for the electric field-neutral wind
coupling in the ionosphere and tend to reduce the net flux of electromagnetic energy directed into
the ionosphere. Term 2, the Pedersen term, is the main contributor to the reduction in the
downward energy flux, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 3, with peak values in the polar cap
of-1.7 mW/m 2 and values of-0.7 mW/m 2 and -0.3 mW/m 2 in the dusk and dawn sectors,
respectively. Strong ionospheric coupling between the neutral wind and the electric field in the
dusk and polar cap regions and weak coupling in the dawn sector accounts for the asymmetry in
the dawn-dusk distribution of Term 2 and is responsible for the asymmetry in the dawn-dusk
distribution of the total electromagnetic energy flux. Term 3, the Hall term, is small everywhere
with values in the dawn sector of about 0.2 mW/m 2 and -0.1 mW/m 2 in the polar cap.
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To illustrate the height dependencies in evaluating the integrals in (8), model calculations
are made for each term along the dawn-dusk plane at 5 km increments from 110 to 400 km.
Figure 4 is a plot of the altitude distribution for each term integrated in (8) and displayed in
Figure 3. Figure 4a represents the distribution in altitude of Term 1 along the dawn-dusk plane
in units of 1.0 x 10 -7 mW/m 3. The main contribution to this positive definite term comes from
the E region with enhancements in the dawn, dusk, and polar cap regions. The enhancement in
the polar cap is due to the presence of strong electric fields in this region, while enhancements in
the dawn and dusk sector are due primarily to enhancements in the conductivity (with greater
Pedersen conductivity in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector). Lesser contributions made at
altitudes above the E region are also limited to dawn, dusk, and polar cap regions. A noticeable
contribution to Term 1 from the F region can be seen in the polar cap where soft particle
precipitation enhances the Pedersen conductivity (see Figure lc).
The altitude dismbution of Term 2 is illustrated in Figure 4b. This term accounts for the
coupling between the electric field and the Pedersen-weighted neutral wind. Throughout all
altitudes this term is predominantly negative, with most of the contribution coming from
altitudes above 140 km. As illustrated by the integrated result for Term 2 in Figure 3, the main
contributions come from the dawn, dusk, and polar cap regions with contributions from F region
and E region altitudes. The greatest contribution to Term 2 comes from the polar cap at F-region
altitudes, where the neutral winds are strongly coupled to the electric field. The magnitude of
Term 2 with increasing altitude is quite uniform in both the dawn and dusk sectors as a reduction
in Pedersen conductivity is countered by an increase in the neutral wind. The dawn and dusk
sectors illustrate the asymmetric pattern seen in the integrated result throughout all altitudes. The
altitude invariance of this term demonstrates that the F-region ion convection is strongly imposed
on the neutral circulation well into the E region. This is a very important aspect of the model
simulation as this term is the dominant one in reducing the total electromagnetic energy flux into
the ionosphere.
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Thecouplingbetweentheelectricfield and Hall-weighted neutral wind, Term 3, is
displayed in Figure 4c showing its altitude distribution to be isolated to the lower E region and
concentrated in the dawn and polar cap sectors. The height distribution is limited by the Hall
conductivity, as was shown in Figure ld, while the distribution along the dawn-dusk plane is
attributable to the relationship between the electric field and the neutral wind. The neutral winds
in the lower E region are a factor of three to four less in magnitude than winds in the F region.
The lower E region neutral wind pattern is also rotated counter clockwise compared to the F
region circulation and favors a more cyclonic neutral wind circulation. These variations in the
neutral wind with height are a result of the complex interaction between tidal forcing and
magnetospheric forcing in the E region as is discussed by Mikkelsen and Larsen [1991].
Because of the counter clockwise rotation of the wind pattern with decreasing altitude, the winds
in the polar cap are in opposite direction to the imposed dawn-dusk electric field, resulting in a
negative energy flux. However, due to the more cyclonic behavior of the E-region winds, the
electric field and winds in the dawn sector are in the same direction, resulting in a positive
energy flux. Because this term does not contribute to the Joule heating rate, a positive energy
flux is representative of electrical energy being converted to mechanical energy, while a negative
energy flux is representative of mechanical energy converted to electrical energy. This term is
less important after height integration, yet, it represents a contribution that is typically not
accounted for in studies of electrodynamics at high latitudes.
The altitude distribution of the net electromagnetic energy flux per meter along the dawn-
dusk plane is displayed in Figure 4d. The greatest contribution to the electrical energy flux
comes from the E region where Term 1 dominates. The dawn-dusk distribution of positive
electromagnetic energy flux per meter in the E region is skewed toward the dawn sector as Term
3 and Term 1 contribute positively in this sector. In the E-region dusk sector, positive
electromagnetic energy flux per meter is reduced due to Term 2. In the F region, the
electromagnetic energy flux per meter is negative due to the dominating negative contribution
from Term 2. As will be shown, a net electromagnetic energy flux is indicative of the condition
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where the component of the conductivity-weighted neutral wind in the /_ x/_ direction exceeds
the E x/_ plasma drift velocity.
18
4 DISCUSSION
In the previous section we demonstrated that the neutral wind coupled with the electric
field contributes significantly to reducing the DC field-aligned Poynting flux into the ionosphere,
particularly in the polar cap and dusk sector. If it is assumed that the magnetic field is
independent of height over our altitude range, an effective neutral wind can be determined to
describe the height-integrated neutral wind profile weighted by the conductivity.
ctz +  a,t;xa, dz
.._ Z Z
_p
(9)
The effective neutral wind from (9) for the model simulation used above is displayed in Figure 5
with the same format as Figure 2. The resultant effective neutral wind has a pattern similar to
that of the F region (see Thayer and Killeen [1993]) with speeds reduced by approximately 50%.
There is also a small counter clockwise twist of the pattern due to the contribution from E region
altitudes (see discussion by Mikkelsen and Larsen [1991]). The weighting of the neutral wind
with height by the ionospheric conductivity results in a combined influence of neutral wind
dynamics and conductivity variations with altitude.
Using (9), the electromagnetic energy flux may be written in a more informative way as
Expressed in this form, the effective neutral wind acts as a modifying influence on what fraction
of Poynting flux energy supplied by the magnetosphere is involved in dissipation processes in
the high-latitude ionosphere, as discussed previously. However, the neutral wind's influence
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maymaketheionospherea sourceof electromagneticenergy( J ,, E negative) if the effective
neutral wind has a component in the E x/_ direction that exceeds the E × B plasma drift
velocity. The negative or upward Poynting flux regions discussed above are located near the
convection reversal boundaries where the effective neutral wind in the/_ x/_ direction exceeds
the plasma drift velocity. At the convection reversal boundaries there is no Poynting flux,
because the electric field is zero. In the polar cap, small or near-zero downward Poynting flux
can also occur as the effective neutral wind is antisunward and approaches the velocity of the
/_ x/_ plasma drift due to complementary pressure gradient and ion drag forces. Individual DE-
2 orbits of the Poynting flux from Gary et al. [1994] have shown small and near-zero values for
the downward Poynting flux inside the polar cap.
Thus, it is the component of the effective neutral wind in the E x B direction that is
important for energetics in the steady state, not the effective neutral wind vector itself. Because
the effective neutral wind is very similar to the /_ x/_ plasma drift in the dusk and polar cap
regions, an asymmetry in the high-latitude distribution of the electromagnetic energy flux results.
The influence of the effective neutral wind coupled to the electric field is illustrated in Figure 3
by combining the results of Term 2 and Term 3 from (8). Referring to Figure 3, the enhancement
of negative energy flux in the polar cap is a result of the effective neutral wind having a strong
component in the /_ x/_ direction. The asymmetry in the negative electromagnetic energy flux
from Term 2 and 3 between the dawn and dusk sectors reflects the dawn-dusk asymmetry
demonstrated by the effective neutral wind pattern shown in Figure 5. This asymmetry has also
been observed in the F region neutral circulation pattern [e.g., Thayer and Killeen [1993].
Thayer and Killeen [1993] demonstrated that an ion convection pattern with dawn and dusk cells
of equal and opposite potential results in an asymmetric neutral circulation pattern with the dawn
cell less organized than the dusk cell. Gundlach et al. [1988] explain this asymmetry in terms of
the disparate balance of hydrodynamic forces between the dusk and dawn sectors. In Figure 3,
the higher positive values of the net electrical energy flux (solid line) in the dawn sector
demonstrate that the effective neutral wind is less coupled to the electric field in the dawn sector
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thanin thedusksector. Overall,theneutralwind contributionto theenergyflux in the
ionosphereis significant,particularlyin thepolarcapanddusksector(aswasconcludedby
ThayerandVickrey [1992]).
We haveshownthat theneutralwindcontributessignificantly to theoverall
electromagneticenergyflux in thehigh-latitudeionosphere.However,wehavenotdetermined
howmuchtheneutralwind is contributingto theJouleheatingof thegasor to themechanical
energyof thegas. The partitioningof electromagneticenergyflux into its sinks(kinetic and
internalenergyof thegas)andsources(electricalenergycausedby theneutralwind dynamo)
canbeaddressedby evaluatingseparatelytheJouleheatingrateandmechanicalenergytransfer
ratedescribedin (3).
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Joule Heating Rate
The Joule heating rate is a positive definite quantity acting purely as a sink of
electromagnetic energy in the ionosphere as electrical energy is transferred to the internal energy
of the gas as heat. The height-integrated Joule heating rate can be obtained without
approximation given the height distribution of the neutral wind, electric field, and conductivity as
described by the expression
2
_]off.'dz = _]o(/_+_.x/_)dz = crp(E+a.x/_) dz 11)
| I z
An illustration of the height-integrated Joule heating rate for the simulation described in the
previous sections is given in Figure 6. The main features of the Joule heating pattern are
enhanced regions of Joule heating in the auroral oval with maxima in the dawn and post-
midnight sectors and relatively weak enhancements in the dusk sector and inside the polar cap.
The Joule heating rate displays an asymmetric pattern in the auroral zone with the Joule heating
rate in the dawn sector a factor of three greater than in the dusk sector. Comparing these results
with the electromagnetic energy flux calculations given in Figure 2, we find that the magnitude
and pattern of the Joule heating rate is very similar to the electromagnetic energy flux. Thus,
most of the electromagnetic energy flux directed into the ionosphere is dissipated as heat under
the conditions of this simulation. That is not to say that the neutral winds contribute
insignificantly to the distribution of the electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes, but that the
winds are contributing most to the Joule heating rate of the gas.
To elucidate the impact of the neutral wind on the Joule heating rate at high latitudes, a
calculation of the Joule heating rate neglecting the neutral wind is shown in Figure 6b.
Neglecting the neutral wind has its greatest impact in the dusk sector and central polar cap where
the Joule heating rate is overestimated by as much as a factor of three. This makes the point that,
although the electric field or conductivity may be enhanced in these regions, the neutral winds
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arealsostronglycoupledto theelectricfield resultingin amuchlowerJouleheatingratethan
might beanticipatedif thewindsareignored.
BecausethePoyntingflux approachimplicitly accountsfor theneutralwind and describes
the net electromagnetic energy flux between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, it is a
fundamental measure of energy transfer in the system. As we have just shown, the Joule heating
rate is a significant part of the electromagnetic energy flux. Given a better understanding for the
quantities ] o g (the electromagnetic energy flux) and j o g' (the Joule heating rate), it is worth
reviewing the approaches taken by many investigators in evaluating, empirically, the Joule
heating rate in the high-latitude ionosphere and how these approaches relate to the
electromagnetic energy flux. These investigations are mainly to quantify the height-integrated
Joule heating rate to describe the change in the internal energy of the gas caused by the
dissipation of electrical energy in the ionosphere. Because of the difficulty in determining the
neutral wind with height, approximations to the neutral wind are typically made when calculating
the Joule heating rate from measurements. However, the manner in which the approximation to
the neutral wind is treated can result in different interpretations for the evaluated Joule heating
rate and subsequently the electromagnetic energy flux.
For the case when the height distribution of the conductivity and electric field (typically
assumed independent of height) are known and the neutral wind is assumed to be zero, the form
of the height-integrated Joule heating rate is .7 o/_' = .7 o/_ = _p E 2. This form of the equation
represents the electromagnetic energy flux and means that the mechanical energy of the gas is
zero. Thus, electromagnetic energy from the magnetosphere described by the divergence in the
Poynting flux is dissipated entirely in the ionosphere (acting purely as a resistive load described
by the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity) as thermal energy. This can be considered the
standard approach used in many investigations of high-latitude energetics [e.g., Banks et al.,
1981; Foster et aI., 1983]. We have demonstrated in Figure 6 that this assumption can be quite
misleading, particularly in the dusk sector and the central polar cap.
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A different interpretationresultsfor thiscaseif theheightdistributionof thecurrentdensity
insteadof theconductivity,is known. For instance,if thecurrentdistributionis determinedby
solvingtheexpression] = en,(Vi-V,) from measurements at different altitudes, say from radar
measurements (e.g., Kamide and Brekke [1993]), and the neutral wind is assumed zero, then the
height-integrated Joule heating rate is actually the total electromagnetic energy flux converted,
dissipated, or generated in the ionosphere. This can be seen more clearly by expressing the
current density in the form ] = 6" o(/! +a, x/_). This shows that the height distribution of the
neutral wind is implicit within the measurement of j. Also, the Joule heating rate is a positive
definite quantity, but the determination of j o/_ could be of either sign, as discussed by Thayer
and Vickrey [1992]. The same result occurs if the height-integrated current density and the
electric field are determined from a satellite measurement of/_ and S/_, exemplified by the
recent DE-2 field-aligned Poynting flux results described by Gary et al. [1994].
In more general terms, if the neutral wind is contributing at all to the energetics, it is
implicitly contained within the current density and the electric field; the distribution between
these two depends on the electrical coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere.
Irrespective of whether neutral wind contributions are contained in the current density or electric
field, their effects on the net electromagnetic energy flux are accounted for if both the current
density and electric field are determined. Furthermore, the measure of the electromagnetic
energy flux is a more fundamental quantity than the Joule heating rate and may be more
accurately determined from spacecraft or ground-based radars capable of measuring the electric
and magnetic field.
Mechanical Energy Transfer Rate
The mechanical energy transfer rate is either a sink or source of electromagnetic energy
flux depending on whether electromagnetic energy is converted into the bulk motion of the gas
(sink) or generated by the motion of the neutral gas through dynamo action (source). In this
steady-state model simulation, the conductivity-weighted neutral wind acts as an electrical source
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by contributing to the current distribution in the ionosphere. As a sink of electromagnetic
energy, the conductivity-weighted neutral wind is powered by the Y x/_ force. The sign of the
mechanical energy transfer rate illustrates whether the neutral wind is opposite (negative) or in
the direction of (positive) the ] x B force. A negative mechanical energy transfer rate would
indicate that the neutral winds are opposing the J x/] force and energy is transformed from
mechanical form to electrical form, and vice versa.
Figure 7 is a plot of the height-integrated mechanical energy transfer rate, Joule heating
rate, and the total electromagnetic energy flux along the dawn-dusk plane, similar in format to
Figure 3. The height-integrated Joule heating rate in Figure 7 (dashed line) accounts for much of
the electromagnetic energy flux into the ionosphere (solid line), as was demonstrated by Figure
6. The mechanical energy transfer rate is positive in the dawn and dusk sectors and negative in
the polar cap. The positive mechanical energy transfer rate in the dawn and dusk sectors,
therefore, acts as a sink of electromagnetic energy. Here, electrical energy is being converted to
the mechanical energy of the gas in an effort to maintain sunward plasma flow in these sectors.
In the polar cap, the mechanical energy transfer rate acts as a source of electrical energy as the
winds are complemented by pressure gradient and ion drag forces. Figure 8 is a plot of the
percent contribution from the Joule heating rate (dashed line) and the mechanical energy transfer
rate (dotted line) to the net electromagnetic energy flux. The percent relative contribution of the
Joule heating rate and mechanical energy transfer rate is determined by the expression
IJI * 100. and IMI * 100., respectively. In the dawn and dusk sectors, the contribution
I/I+IMI IJI÷IMI
from the mechanical energy transfer rate varies between 10 and 30%. In the polar cap, where the
mechanical energy transfer rate is negative, the contribution to the electromagnetic energy flux is
also between about 10 and 30%. In the locations near the ion convection reversal boundaries, the
mechanical energy transfer rate can contribute as much as the Joule heating rate, allowing for the
possibility of a net upward Poynting flux.
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weak contribution from the Hall term, and the always positive Joule heating rate precludes the
existence of a large, sustained upward Poynting flux under these modeled conditions and quite
possibly in nature, as demonstrated by the DE-2 results.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the exchange of electromagnetic energy in the high-latitude ionosphere
using a steady-state, source-sink concept of Poynting's theorem to provide further insight into
the M-I electrodynamic system. Poynting's theorem applied to the high-latitude M-I system and
the theorem's relationship with the Joule heating rate and mechanical energy transfer rate has
been elucidated and the consequences of this relationship evaluated through numerical modeling.
Because the Poynting flux approach accounts for the neutral wind, implicitly, and describes the
net electromagnetic energy flux between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, it represents a
fundamental measure of energy transfer in the system. The Joule heating rate is a significant part
of the energy exchange but requires accurate modeling of the neutral wind. Evaluation of the
contributing factors to the electromagnetic energy flux has a strong dependence on the extent of
the coupling among the conductivity, neutral wind, and electric field throughout the E and F
regions.
Here, we used the VSH model to provide the necessary thermosphere-ionosphere
parameters to evaluate and interpret the electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes for
moderate to quiet geomagnetic conditions during solar maximum. Although the model is
coupled to the magnetosphere through the mapping of the magnetospheric electric field and
particle precipitation, no direct feedback to the magnetosphere has been attempted. To this end,
any neutral wind dynamo action in the model would be manifested in terms of currents, with the
magnetosphere acting as a pure voltage generator. The analysis of the steady-state
electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes under the model conditions of moderate to quiet
geomagnetic activity, December solstice, solar maximum has lead to a number of conclusions.
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The electromagnetic energy flux, or field-aligned Poynting flux, is predominantly
directed into the high-latitude ionosphere with weak regions of upward electromagnetic
energy flux near the boundaries of the convection reversals. The distribution of
electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes is asymmetric with greater downward
flux in the morning sector than in the evening sector. The region of the polar cap has
the lowest values of downward electromagnetic energy flux.
The Joule heating rate accounts for much of the electromagnetic energy converted in
the ionosphere with the conductivity-weighted neutral wind contributing significantly
to the Joule heating rate and, thus, affecting the net electromagnetic energy flux
between the magnetosphere and ionosphere.
On average, the mechanical energy transfer rate amounts to about 10% to 30% of the
net electromagnetic energy flux in the dawn, dusk, and polar cap regions, acting as a
sink of electromagnetic energy flux in the dawn and dusk sectors and as a source of
electromagnetic energy flux in the polar cap.
Weak upward electromagnetic energy flux is found in the regions near the convection
reversal boundaries due to the mechanical energy transfer rate exceeding the Joule
heating rate. The upward electromagnetic energy flux was found to be small partly due
to the relation of the conductivity-weighted neutral wind to the imposed electric field
and partly due to the Joule heating rate increasing irrespective of the source of
electromagnetic energy flux.
This analysis of the electromagnetic energy flux at high latitudes has led to a better
understanding of the significance of Poynting flux measurements. Moreover, it tests the models
in their ability to properly address the extent of the coupling among the conductivity, neutral
wind, and electric field throughout the E and F regions. It is apparent from the simulations used
in this study that the neutral wind is strongly coupled to the electric field well into the E region.
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Observationalevidenceof theelectricalcouplingwith altitudeneedsto begatheredto validate
themodel's electricalcharacteristics,particularlyin theE region. An outstandingquestionthat
needsobservationalsupportis to whatextentdo thetidal forcesfrom belowandelectricfield
forcesfrom aboveinfluencetheelectricalcoupling in theE region. Measurementsin thecentral
polarcapmaybemosteffectivein addressingthis issueastheelectric field, neutralwind, and
conductivitycanbesignificantin thisregion,but yet, thenetelectromagneticenergyflux is
small.
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Fig. 8. Percent contribution from the Joule heating rate and the mechanical energy transfer
rate to the net electromagnetic energy flux.
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Abstract. lising I)I!; 2 dala of ion dril'l velocities and magllCtic Nclds, we have
calculated the field-aligned Poynl, ing flux (SII) for 57(_ orbits over the sidellite lifetime.
This represents the lirst broad application over an extended data set of Pwnting flux
observal, ions from i77. M/u measurements. This data has been sorted by interplanetary
magnetic field coilditions (norl.hlwa.rd of soui,]lward IMF) and georl,iagsletic activity
(Kp<3 an,1 [<p >:l) all<l binlied I_y in\'arinl_l, latitude and rnagtlctlc local tJnle. Our
genera] i'esuli',s ,illav l)c Sllinnla.rixe(l as 1) l he e_.vcl'aged SII is everywhere directed into the
ionosphere, indicating I,hal, electric fields of l,ilnguel,Osl)h(',i'ic cli'igll_ generally dominate,
and 2) the disi.ril_lli.ion of Slt for sol,ithwa,rd lXll" c_u t)<, well cxl)l_liiied ill terms of a.n
average two cell coll\'ecl, ion pat.torn, while ['or liorl.hv,'ar_l ll_lF _/ f'<)lll' cell convection
patter,il I`iia 3' I)C' irlfei'l'_'ci. \\",<' lln\'(' addrcss,'<l l li<! ii,ilci('sl ill_ (tll('sl iOll of l, lle disl.ril)lition
of Upward l>o3;rll.ilt,Z tlil× I)r lti!inill70lll)." iii)warcl ol)scl\al i<)ils nlifl f'oiln(1 I.Ilat average
upwa.rd ]_oyill.illg t]iix of less i.llaii {/ iI-l\\"ll/1-' lllil\' t)C('lll' ali\'wliero across tile high
la.tit_ide ioilOSl_l_ore. \Ve ha.re als{) observed a t'cgic_Ii hi. lligh lalii._ldes in the i)redawn
sector where the a\'cragc' upward Poynling_ fill× is of sigiiilicalil siz<' nlid oCClllTO.ilCe
frequer,icy dllrii,ig soillilward IXIF aiid high l_Tp coi,i<llt.iolls. Fhis r(,_iOll cor,i'eSl)Onds to
a feal.lll'C' iiiorlell"_t l)\' 7'l#uqcr clnd l"7c/,'r_: W [l!)!12] allll in<licalos liial a neulo,i'al wind
dyllaillO il-i<"lV iI()lllillill{: i lic iliil_lll"losl)lil' 'iC g('llOl'_:ll,)l' WII('i'C fi<'ld lilies exlcnd deep into
the ,ill,:-l_rlOl ()1 _-til.
Introduction
Several st, udies of lal'ge scale energy dissil)at.ion in the high latit.ude ionosphere
have been conducted in the past. They have eil_her involved t'a.(lar observations [e.g.,
Vickrey ct ,.l.. 1982 and included references] or sat, ellil,e measurements [e.g., Heelis
and Coley 19S$, l:ostel" ct al., 19S3] of plasma clcnsitics and electric fields together
with models of the heighi-iid,cgralc.d coudllcl, ivii.ies 1.o estiJllale l,ll(_' .Joule heating rate,
EpE e , wllere _/' is the heiglll-inl.egrat, ed Pcdc't'sen COlldllct.ivitv and E is the electric
field in the. ionosl)llere. ]'lie use of l_elct-alignect Poyltling flux (SII) derived from satellite
observations of eleclric fields and perturbat.iotl Illagnet.iC fields as proposed by Kelley
et al. [lgf)l] has reccilll\' l)ce,i added as n tl_('lllod I'ol' delenniiliug t,he total large
sca.le cnerg.y co,l,,elsioll, of'I I'al_sf'oF. I';_l(' E.J ill I I_(' iolloSl>llcr<'. l?tl;,\'cr all¢l Vickrey
[1992] and I)(',_, cl 0/. [1!)!)31 1,a\'c,'ec¢'t,llv ,><',1 ,,_o,l,,ls of il_ct't_OSl)l_cric circulat, ion
to est.imal.e tlu. magnilll¢le el tile elect roln_gnelic etlelg.\' genet'nled hv neutral wind
dynamo acl, iolls ail(l llave relal_.d ll_is t.o possil_le ol)sc,'\'aliolls el'lit<, l)oynting flux.
There are two ad\'anlng<'s Io _sing SII o\'e[' elect.rio field a_(I cnel'getic i)article
ol)serva.tious lhnt, are relat.ed to Ilu, i,ct,>io, o{"m,,ti t'_l wi_d effects an,I a,_ independence
from n_o<lelerl co_ld,_,livil ies. (:On/l>llt ;lliOllS o{' ill(' .It)Ill(' ]l,qll }fig I'alo Ca.llllOt take into
a.ccount, the heighl-illl('.,2:lnl('_l effects of lhe _li[['_,l'C,ll('(' ill i()ll dl'il'l and nclll.ral wind
motiolls [e.g.. tianks. 1977. ll_,elis atld (;oh'\'. I!ISS] wl_cI'ee_s l.he l)oylililig fllix is directly
dependent on tllis imlal_clcr [l<cllc.v c! M.. l!)01], e\¢co_lilliltg Iof llle motion of the
neutral winds is of iIicr_,asi_g signifi('allce as I I,e tit,el ric field I)eco_nes si_allcr than about
10 rnV/,_l [llanks. 1977]. Also. si,_,.,, Sll _;i\-es ,,_ iuHin,c* ,'s_i,_a_," o1' [E.J d\" ,'at.her
thau exlHicitlv c_,l(_zlaii_g v_,/:"-' . il a.',oi¢ls I I_' IIs¢' o1' scll_i-clnl>iHcal models ['or Ez, . A
compat'ison I_ctwec,_ _c,_l_,h.,l .lo,_le h<,ali_g fall's _it_l I%.y_,ling [l_x n_cast_l'e_neuts for a
single Dl_ 2 orl_it, h;_s been presenl.ed l)v I)eng c! ,/. [19!)I].
In a prm'io_ls x,,'oH¢ [(la_'y el a/., 1991], xw' have descFil)ed o1_' lechnique ['or
determining SIt fron_ l)l;: 2 ol)ser\'a,lions o[" t,he ion clrifl velocil,y (V) and perturbation
¢magnetic field (c_B). \'Ve also not, ed in thaL paper that E.J is la.rgely a measure of
the height, integrated clifference het.ween tlle ion drift, velocil,y an(1 tile neuLral wind
velocity U, which is delernlined by the relat,i\e strengths and direct.ions of the different
driving lnechanisms for V and U. The velocity difference V-U is wcightoed by the
ionospheric conchict ivit.y in l,his lleight integl'al. The dirf]cllliies ill oblaining coordinated
observations of neuLral winds at different a llil Ilcles linlit.s the opporl.llnities for a. direct
determinal, ioil of l.he a.lt.itude profile of v-g. an¢t ['urt.her modeling efPort.s will be
required to answer Clliestions regarding the all iill(le profile of E.J .
Data Presentation
Of I.he several Iho_lsand orlJils dltl'illg l.ll_' snI.cllilc lifl:l, ilnc. oilly a.lmut 1300
passes over t,he higlt la.tillldc' lcgioll arc availahle wllicll are suilcd to our purposes.
Deterlnirla.tiotl of Stl requires neat" conlinltotts ¢lnl.a I)(qA\'('CII +hi,Idle, lat.itlides (:\ _< 50
deg.) on each side of a high lai.it.l,de crossiile; ill o,'_h,r to (,stal_lish a [)el'l.tll'l'iat, iOll
magnet, it field haselin_, as descrihed in Clar\' rt rs/. [1 !)!).1]. In ad_lil ion Io lhis requirement,
we ha\'(' inslwctx'd eacll i_nss Io cllsiir(, lllat, ltic filial cal('tllalioii o{" SII is made using
reliable data. lrt_rclinlHc Ill('asllI'Otlle'lllS o[" 1.}1(' i()ll volc, citv ('_111 l'('sllll ['1"Olll lo\v loll
conceal.rations (<l()l/cll1:3) procltic'irlg poor sigilnl 1o Ilois¢' ratio,_ in data. fronl the
retarding poicqltial ailalyzer/ioti drift lnet.c:r inslrutllellt collll_ille_lioi1. Sudden shifts in
the spacecraft, oricnla{.ioIi can bol.ll a[ler I.tlu t_aseliIic for the pcrl lll'lml loll Inagnetic field
and inil'od_lre Sl)_iri,')_ls si_nal_ wliic'h I'r,slilt iil _lti<,sliollal)l_ ' _,sliil/,il<,s of lh(" Povnl.ing
vector. Orl_iis wl,icll c×llilfilc_l all\' oF I.hes_, cllitraclcrislics Ilnx'_' I,_,cll i'mlloved from the
data. Ult.inlntcl3'. 7)TC;i)a,_sc,s llt('t, Olil" Ct'il("t'ia. for t li(" I)t'oditcli(>ll of r<'liable SII. These
orbiis range over all 1)I'] '2 altit.nrles_ froill ahoiit ;100 knl lo 100(1 ki_. As (lescril)ed by
, -_Heelis and (..oley [1.c)b<.], lhe 90 dog. inclina.i.ion oi'bil of th(.' I)1)7,'2 satellite causes coverage
of season t.o be lirlked I.o the local time coverage wit.h dawn-dllsk passes occurring
predomin;Intl.v ill Sill'nlllc'r/Wllllel' and not)li-Fili(llliglil, p_tsse_: ileal' the' equinoxes. It
should also be ment,ioned that t,he lifeLimeo["191:2," occllrred during a period of very high
sola.r activity, lnl.erpretat.ions o1" our data need 1.o be Jnade wil, h these points in mind.
We have hinnod 1.13odata by invariant lat, itucle (,\) and magnetic local time (MLT)
and sorted according to ICr, aild [,'XII° B_ conditions when possible. Each bin covers .5
deg in A and I ho_lr in M[,'I.'. l'(p sorting sel)aral>es low gcon'iaglleii(: activity (0<Kp_<3)
and high a.ct, ivity (l<p >3), a4id IMI: sorting Sel_arat, es northward [rom southward IMF:
The results are shown in polar dials representing i.he high latittMe regiotl above ,50 deg
invaria,nt latit, ude using a color coded intensity scale t,o indicate the magnitude of Sii .
Bins which contain diamonds repve._ent regions where we have less i,llal_ 75 ol3servations,
which wc have i,al<c,ii 1o l,e l.he lilllil for un<l<,sa.illplillg. 'l'he clloice oJ" 75 a.s a limit
ensures thai. at least l\vo l>aSsL,,;are irlclllde¢[, as one pass illav c'ontribiil.e as many as
70 observations ill a sil_gtc hiil. Biil'_ whictl llave no slladiilg ail<t Ito clian_on¢l represent
regions for which we have no oI-Jser\'ai i()lls. I NI 1" _laia is a\'ailal_N' for oilly :302 o[ the 576
orbils used in thi_ stalely, th_L_ rc'_t_lcil G t.hc' stalislics cmlsideralAv xvll¢'n we: examine tile
dist.rilmliolls _ll_t<'l' difl'eve_ll IXII" al_<l 1<1_ c_l_,lilic>l_s. Ill lllis worl,: w,, will continue to
use t.he siu:n conv{,lll ie},l wllor(, (Iowilwarcl (lireci('cl l_oyi,l in.,_,,llllx is Ii('galive(S{i < O) and
indicates eleclronlagiletic eilel'gy beillg coIIvm'l_'cl iitlo parlicle I;il_'lic elwrg.,v ill the flux
tube below the sat¢.lliic,, aild upward ]3oylll.illg rl,,x (.c-.;ll> ()) i.dical.es t.lw generation of
electromagnet, it energy below the sai.e.lliie.
Observations for all IMF
The yes,ills _1' o_lv hillrling i_l't;l:l'<l_il'_, for all INIl" and I',[1_col_liiions ave presented in
Figure 1. Oily reslllls f'or all corlll)inai, iol_s o[ II()i'l h\val'(i/SOill tiward IXIF' with high/low
Kp, as well as I,he <;orl'('Sl)Oil(iilig electric f-iehl aild llOrlllrl'_al ioll illagiiol,ic field data> will
no{ be shown in lhis l)al)er alliloilgli we will discllss l,lic,se resulls when al)l)rol)riat,e.
The averaged SII is ever\'wlloro downward witli tile largest values occllri'iilg near (]usl,:,
dawn. and local IIOOil. '1"110 lii,£;]lesi Oilel'g]' l!'/qllS[('I' ralc,s are ol>_{,i'voc] I)elwoeli (35 and
80 clog inx'ariani, lal.itllde. "['h('s(" regions ar_, generally colotmtcd wilh the a,urorM zone,
indicating thai. orl average rnosl el' i lie Birl,:clal_d currcilis close locally in region l/region
2 current sheet, pairs. 1t, is easily seen in I'_igurc • 1 l,hatt, hc" i,ol,al ell('rgy t,ransferred
into the iono._phere is grc,at.er on I.he clavsido of l.lle dawn-dlisk nleri¢lian than on the
nigh(side. [:or the variety of INIFand IKp condiiions which we ha.reinvestigated, the
dayside integrat.ed vallu's exceed the nighiside rallies by 205"{ i.o 50'Z,.
Across the da\sidc hclwcen 70 and 85 &'g there is a region of relal, ively large Sii.
Pa.rt of tiffs region can he associated with cllsp ¢;llrl'cllt.s as well _.s with tile average
convection pal, lerns. A regioli o[" higli average clc'('l.ric field was el)served in our results
nea.r 70 dog bel, wccn 0900 _[[,'T' ait(l 1200 Nllfl. "l'his ovcrlal_S n rcgioli of enhanced
magnetic field pevl.urhntion prodncillg the '_cusp" sigiial.lire irl Sit ai. f.llc sanle location.
There is a. bnv of snlatlcr \'allied Sll in i.he i)icilli<IniglIl sc'cl.nr whi('ll corresponds to
relal, ively slliall \'allies or E and bB in l.lle i)rclilidnighl [iollrs. TI,(, I_reinidnight sector
showed consisl<,nllv lower valilcs of' Sit t.iiroligholil ciill" alinl\'sis, ['or all l.X,lF and Kp
COlleliLions. ('orlll)ai.i.,,on hc, lwt,(,ll st)ill(, o[' ill<' plil>lisli<'ll Sill(lies Oil iOll dril'ls [Kelley,
1989, and incllide_l l'(,['(,l'(,llC('s] itlllt li(,lllral \\'iliiis [3, l(('Ol'Ul;l(" (l <#1.. lgf)l, Kelley, 1980]
as well as illodel ie,_llilS [e.g., Thnvcr all(I I,;itl<,<'l_. i!)!):/] ill<licnie Iltlll l, hc genora.I
circlllaf.ie-m of llic i<,ns FIllet ill(, llC,!lll'als is fillilc siilli]:ll ill I]1} <4 1"(,_io11. [?o1' tow Kp, the
S&ll/(; asyl'lllll('l,t'ics aiJolll I he IlOOli-li/iltlliglll _il(I (lawil-(llisk ilt('l'irli_llis oxisl, as for high
I(p> I_11(. /,he tnagllil ii(l(,s o[" I-Jol h E and _]:_{ . ail<l llillS SII. arc siilalicr. The low I(1)
distril_ulion o1"SII is rloniinaied h\" lilt' I'O_ion O{"elevnled aci,i\ilv ii('al" ilOO11. TIle allrora[
zone is well defined across the nighisid<, iit l,lie SII tlala as a Ilal'l'O<`V hell. between 6.5 a.nd
70 deg.
\\"e Ilia.',' colYIl'mi'e lhcse r(,suils wi(,ll the si_nil_r work el' l"osla'r r! M. [1983] arid Heelis
and Coley [l!)gS]. The :\E (7 <lala ilsr,d I)v I;'osl.er r/ a/. ',<,'#islillqt'll ill Ileal' solar nlinilllulYI
condit.ions, which makes our study a nice conlpiill-icnl hli! alsO)n_al<cs conlparisons
sorncwhat, IllOl'l::" c]ifl'iclili. \4"e ha,\'e liOl, alielnf)icd Io sorl Oily dala by season (tile fr,o f,he
°spacecra.fl, inclination, as sial.eel earlier. (-.!Onll-_avisot_ or l lie clecll.ic field data from our
work, t,hat of Ileelis and Coh_4:. and I,lml, of Fosi.er e! al. reveals geHera.I agreement for
t,he large scale disl.rihlith-m. Yel, l.herc' is some. diversil.v in t.ho resull.s on energy transfer
for similar conditions bet, wcell f,hc i.hrec sl;lldics. Otlt' rcsu[l.s for all IMF and high
Kp indicat.e ihe re_ioH or grealm, sl. acl.ivil.\, 1.o I_¢, from ab¢,lt 0100 to 1300 MLT, with
another hell. between 1600 and 1900. ,-\ssilming t,ha.l oile could siillply suin up Foster el,
al.'s four seasons f<_r high Kp. we would ded_lco I.Ilat. I.hc greatest, act.i\'il.y takes place
between al_oilt. 0800 and 2tq(}O XIITI_. lleelis and Colo3, on tile other hand, suggest that
the grealesl, energy: dissipal i(Hi I,:11{('%place iii Ill<' I'egiOlIS l)Oi-II' llliclnigh{ and dawn with
little act.ivilv belwcCl_ iloon alld IS00 X[I,T. 'l']_cs(, _li[['crcllccs are largely at, t,ributablc
to the dislrilmtions of _:, llse<l in _ho difgci'enl st,it[its. ]"o<ov _'/ al. obt.a.ined their
estimat.eof Er' using lllc model o['Spil'o :/ ,1. [1!)82] l.ogctllcl' wil.li energetic particle
da.ta, to dolernliile the conlvil)lIlioll dllo 1.o precipilaliilg paYliclcs, and added to that the
_)7<'4solar U\" COilll'ibulioi, l;nsod UlmH Ihc CClli_al.ioil ['t'olll ._l<'lltz-t [1. .]. [[oelis and Coley
used the Sal_l<: iIIo_lcl t'_t' xZ:, l,llt _x'illl lli¢, i_\'ol'_lgc ilil)tliS I'_.,l' prccit)ilating pa.Yticles
provide_l I_\ Sl_iI'<_ :1 a/. r;llllcI' ll_i_i_ _lsill,_,;Ill{, ll)('ilHIIl'('lllf'lll> J'I'OIIIl)l-'] '2.
Observations for northward and southward IMF
Fig_,res 2(a) alld 2(h) show flu' resllll.s of otir sorting 11_o clal.a b\ the sign of IMF
B: and I'or high allel le_w l'_p. wiili l:igllro 2(11) _h,ltviii<,_, Ill<, case or soillhward [MF
at, high l'_p alt{! I:i_lil'<' '_J(l_) i.h<' <'ils<"oI'liol'tl!war<l IXII: _ll low I,_1>. Xlanv fl,al.ul'es oF
the disiril_lilion of SII ('i_li I)<, fairl\ oiisilv ro<'oilcih,_l ,,,.i11_i.',l_ical coil\oct:ioli palA,erns
associai,ed wii, ti lioiihwai,q and southward IXIF. alid I tic values al. liigli Kp can be
generally de.sclil_c<l as I_eing lal'gof l,tiali, aild lo<alcd al. Io\vof laliilides Fl'oni, those ai,
low I(p. For solllhward IMF. the average Sll exhibits elevated values a.loilg the dusk
and dawn coiivect.ioli holinclaiies, or aurol'al ZOli<,_. i'cacltili,g a. nlaxililuirl of abouL 17
re\V/hi" as s:<,Olliil I"igiile 7(a). X'olo also a. rc.e,ion of ollliaii<'od _tl oxl,endiiig to higher
la.titucles 1)eiw+,+,n I(10_3 all(I l'2flll XII',T. Tills r,'_it)tl, i)rc\'i¢,_t>;lx • i,l<'lltifi_'+l wilh enhanced
electric fields in \.he cusp. is n_orc easily irlellt-.inocl when the, c_iic,tltation o[" tile IMF is
included in the data selection. The largesl. Din a.verage is bei.weon t5110-1600 MLT and
60-65 deg, and is primarily composed or five sour.horn Item<sphere orbits that occurred
during magnetic st.arms. Deng c! a/. [1993] desc:ribecl some of \.hose+ orbits in their study
of the respmlse o1" Iho neutral atlnosl_herc to g¢'oinagnetic storlns. The bin averaged SII
is quite large above 60 clog in\ariant latil.lide, p¢'aking b¢,l.weerl (-i5 aim 7,5 dog.
The inl,'ract.ioil I_elwt-¢,ii l.ll(' I Xtl" atld <gt!oillagtlC.l.ic fi<,l+l I'or llorl liwa.rd IMF leads
to milch weakei" dri\'iilg r)r ill<, iolls troin ttlagii(,ll/st)li(,ric el+,ci tic fields. The norl.hward
IMP result.s in [i'ig,ll'< • 2(b) sllmvs Iiitle varialioit lit,tow 70 d<_g. li<licating that the
height-integrated difP¢'rcnce I)etween V aild U is r<'talively srlla[I Th<' largest, rabies are
i%botit 7.:iJill\\iili -' _lllft (>C('lll it(.lc>ss lilt, <laxsi_l<, ill l.li(: vt,git)llS \\'il('it, tyl_ical [otir-cc'll
COl'i\'eci, i()ll llall(,t'ns nli_ht t,xisi alid i.li<_ g<'ll<'r_tt itlolioli of I.I1<' ioils wollld Ol_pose tha.t
o1" t.hc n('lllli_Is. 'l'li_' l'(+_iOilS o1' _11 ,ll)t)t(, lli_ liac'l,;_4rcJllit<l il('ill' lilt\Vii illl(i <Ills\ are also
consistent \vii h a I't,lii'-c(,ll C()li\'('<'l i()ll l/itl l<+i'll.
Observations of upward Poynting flux
Several alilhors tia','(: ad<li(!sst+,l ill(' al)ilii\' of ilc'lill'al wiil(l iliotioll to gerieral,e
elect.rornagil<-i ic ellC,l'_V iii file low('<' iorlosl)h(,_l'< ,. 'l'liis <,n<,r_.v woiiltl I)+, i.i'anSl)Orted a.long
magnet.it ri<!l<! Iiilr,s lille i Il(, lll_lgnet<)sl)hc, r(,..ks <tisctlss<,<l irl e.g.. ICy'lie\" el al. [1991],
this wollld r<'slilt, ill ()l_s<'l+\alioils ()1' ill)Wal'rl _tl • \\'<' lia\'(' lltJl olJs<'r\('rcd <'lllV locations
in the higli-latii.lict<, iollOSllli<,l(, wllicll _'×llil_it(,d illiwa.r(! l)ovnl iilg Ilil× ot,('r a rela.tivelv
long terlli a\'('l'a_(,. I[,_\vr,\+,r. \v+, llltv_, l al,:(,it all ohs<,l'k'ai.ioii._ o[' lilm'ai'd _11 and performed
tile same Ili iniiig ctil<t se_rl iiig of l.li<, dala as was al>l_li<,<t io ill<, m'('l_/ll ol)sf, rvai.ioiis it<
order to ro,l-JOlt, ell lit+" disi.ril_tlion and o('C'lllTeliCc' o[' tipWal'_l l>o\'nliilg NUN'. _oi-ne of
these resitlis or+' i_l'(,sonl<,cl in ["igiti'e 3. Perllal_S the lilOsl, ol)vlolis Iminl 1o bc lnade from
the figtil'e is Ilia< lhc., a\c'rage iliagllii.tl(l<- o[" lit)\va.rd l_o.\'ntilig IGil× is quite small uildor
| •
all condit, ions. with no single bin _reat, ort, han 2.2.3 rn\\;/m _ . Slich small average values
are in line wi_h t.ll<" _nodr'tlin,g or Tl_aver and \,'ickr%' [1!)!)?,] and l)e,g cZ al. [1.99::1]. All
oi" our observaJ:JOilS above t.he noulina[ uncorlaiill, y level or 0.5 iill,.\;/nl 7 occur above 65
(leg. inva, riaul, lalillld<,.
PJlui'e ;} depici.,_ l, lle dislril)lll,ioil of upward SII For all IMF mid lligh Kp. The largest,
bill. a.\;el'a_e.s oCCUl' Oll Lhc dawusido o[" l,ho noou-nlidni_lll, nlcridia, il. and are almost
entirely coinposed of soul, llward I_I1:' ol)ser\;a.t.lons. On f.,ho dusl<skle, t,he occurrences
are or smaller magnit, llcle and seem io l)e sporadically locafcd. There are iio significant
observations above 85 clog, few helow ('i.5 <log, al/d ol)servat;ions of upward SII near noon
are nol,icoal_lv abs,"lll,. ]'})r low ]<1 ). c_l)sc'l\'al ioiis o[ sillist,ailt ial (> l ill\V/in '2 ) upward Sl[
a,verages all I_ult vailisli. TII, <' c;_i'lv illot'iiill_,_ liolirs wlli<ll sliow lilt lar,gcsl, upward SIt a.t
high I(p oxllil->il insiglliliCalll //\'('l'+l_>(, vaillcS _11 IO\V l<l).
It, is al)l)arenl. I.hal, while' ol-lservntiOllS of iii)war(t Sii t)l'('lll" OVt"l" II/OSl, Of t, hc high
latit, ude lorlosl)hei'e, i, lley ;-/re ilol wi<ldv siglli{ic_ill in _ill av¢,1'71_2_(,%('llSe. Bin averages
greater lhi_ll 0.5 Ill\V/ill ? al(' i'al'('. _il<l il is pc>_ll_l¢' lli_li IllC)Sl u()iil¢l valiish it" a
sul)si,antiallv lal'Ter <l:-_ia sol \va_ cl_il>lo,,'c(I. .\ Iil,:<'tv <,x,'i,l)ii,)u wo_l<l I_<' lhe rogiou
l)etwecn 70-S0 cl('g I1('_/1' 0;{0l) XllJI'. \Ve liave cN,_llliln('{t Ill<' ['l'('tlltt'ii(v of occtll'l(_llCO or
upward Sil ,grealcr lliall 0.._ 111\'\"/1112 , all(-[ iri l llis l(_gi()ll ii oxc(,e(ls 20% tT)r soill.iiwa, r(1
Ilk'[I'-'. Tile O(flll'l'(,ll('l:'. ['t'(,qllelt()" is d('Ic'l'llliiic¢J I>',' lakirl_ tile rTil.io of t,he illlllll)el' o["
observations rot which SII > 0.5 hi\Vim 2 1o illc Iolal ililllll)c.i o[" oliser\'ai, ions in each bin.
Dcl, ailed <'.xalllinat i<)ii o[" Ilic 1)ini_cd ot'l>iis iii i tlis rcgiOli cl,ocs nol sit_esl i,hat t,he upward
Poyrll, illg [lllX ollsei'\ai.iOllS l/l'c' SllSl)CCt. l'c,\\' lf,(iOllS sllow _'111()('cilrl'ellme ['roqllellCy
greaJer thai/ I0¢,/_. l_lil c\'('il this I'l+c<tliellc\ ' is solllowtial reillarl,:alll(', l",xalllinat, ioll
o[ separate orblls reveals i.lia.1 tile I'e_ioils i')P apl)l'ecialde iIl)\Val'¢t Povntiiig flux are
associa, t.ed with field-aligned CIIllel/IS in l,l/e polai ('al> whi<'l_ al'(' dislilict, ly snlallor
in scale size i, han ihe large scale i'e_iou 1 and rcgioi_ 2 ('ill'ronl, disl, ril)il[,iorls. ,Such
field-aliAnod Cill'i'('rll:<. _-II'<' likely to arise Fl'Olil rli\(_'l'_f'li('f's ill ihc Ilorlzolilai loilosp]ierlc
cuvrent,_ which sholzld exist whc_nevof the tl_cr_o_phoYic wi_cls Iwo)_ne the dominant
driver ot" eleci romagnel.ic energy.
We could perhaps llave pro'dieted the o.xisto.n¢e of this region o[" upward Poynting
flux by consideYiug tim' electrical connection hct.wecm t.lle ionosl)l_cre , magnetosphere,
and solar wind, t,ogethev with the hlulk motion of' the ions and rlellt.rals in the predawn
polar cap. The field lines connecting the pl'edawn ionosphere to I.lw nllagnetosphere a.nd
beyond dlll-ing soul hwat'd 1.¥[I'_oxI.olld ['a.l"into II1¢' inagnet.olail, wlwre tile magnet.osheath
plasma, is Slll)el'-Alfvenic. This argllus ['of a weak conllection alolLg opc.n field lines
between the magnel.Osl)helic oJe('l.lic fk'[cl d_ivev au,l lhe ionospllc'lic load. In addition,
the neutral gas ol_[.a.ills its highcsl velocilies dtlI'ing solltllwaYd l._ll" a._ld high Kp
conditions in just t,hi_ l'egioll. The conlbillat.io[_ o[' i'elalivclv rapid nlov'illg neutcal
particles tzaveling in tile' same 3il'rxl.ioll as weakly tllagl_clospllolic dz'ivell iorls is exactly
the reqllircJncvlt., for a sJgnilicanl, la_,gc stair' i_;'_ll ral xx'i_d (Iv_lan_lo. In their work on
assessing IIi¢, tolt, c)l lhc I1¢,1lIral xx'il_(I_lvualno ila Ili_l_ latil_¢Ic c'_l,,l.UD' gcn_eralicm, Thaver
and \"iclqrc'y [I9!)2] l)mclicl¢'d If/is g,'lwi'al locaiiol_ io Iw _lolllillal(,,l b\" I.lle nr'tLl.ral wind.
Conclusion
Our wc'_rl,: ill d('lc,l'll_illing I1_o diSll'il)llli_ll o1' 111_,ellclg.v ll';/ll_¢{'('l" l'i'_l(' ill l.l_e high
latitude ionosphere usitl,,.; ol)scY\'alh')lls of l h(, ficl,l-align_c(I l)o\tllillg Illtx Sit has p_oduced
the following restlll,<
1) Sll is clownwald ovcrvwl_c'rt' oil average:
2) for soulhward l:X1[:. a t,wo-ccll c'ol.vecti;m pal ic,gn is e\'idcnced wilh the greatest SII
occurring in _.lte aut'oral zones at, dawll and dusk, wil.Ii al_ "ofI'sel." ('i_sp t'egion at higher
la.titudcs .j_,sl. I)el'o_-e noon;
3) for nort.hwald l?_lI", a l'o_ll-c(,ll collveclioll i)alt,ei'n is c'\'i(l('l_cr',l with the greatest SII
occurring near noo_ when'c, we _nighl eXl)eCl. 1.1,("iovl an_l ne_l Yal gas h_lk flows to have
opposil.e diuecl.io,ls:
4) upward Poyniiug flu;< nlav be ol>serv_'d at all l(_cati,,u_ I)lll al Xe,l('l'alty small values,
averaging to lc_ss t,han I m\'\:/m '2 . and nev(-r with s,_f/iciem I'r('q_l<uwv t.o dominate a.
long term average:
5) there is a regioll of signiFical_t, upward I_oylll illg flux gellera.txxl in t.he predawn polar
cap with an avera.ge of greal.er t,han 9 mW/tn: , alt.ho_lgh t,lle net. 'till is downwa.rd when
all observat, ions are averaged. Ohserx'ations of _llm'a.rd SII accoulLt for more than 20% of
the tot, al ol_sc.rval.icms for so,,thward TMV wii h l'(l_>;I il, t.llis region:
Thi,_ work is _,_lpt>ortc'd at flit, t:nivc'r41v d' "lk,x_, al l)all_s I,v ."-;Ill lnternatiol-tal
subcontract C!-_lfl6f)8 an(I 1)v ,kit l:_>rcc- (',eol>llysics lOi,,'('l oral._, _'o,_I tact: F19628-93-I'(-
0008.
Figure 1. Polar clial .dlowin_1.he_li._l,-ibLilioj,o1_heaveragefid_l-ali_inedPoynting flux
(SII) in nlagnetic local t,inle (_II:T) and invariant latil, ude (:\) al)ovc A--50 °. The bins
used in the averaging cover I holtr ilk 5ILT and 5 degt'ecs in :\. The dat.a are for all [MF
orienta, t.ions and I(l) values, a,vernged over 570 I)E 2 lligh latitude passes.
Figure 2. Res,_lt._ of sorlin_ l.he t)il_ ax'c'rat4_'d Hit cl_,t_ h\" :.,_)ulhwarcl an_l rlorthward IMF
for high n),(I low I{p. i,l l I)(, _i/lllf., t'orlllal as I"i_?lrc' I ]>Ill \villi _1 ,qi[I'cr('lll scale. Bins
wiLh no ¢l;_ln nr_' i;ol ('olor,._l. I/irl_ wilI_ I',.w,,r i ll;_ 75 )_,,:[_),r_.F,_¢'_l_ at(" sllown with
a dialnol_l. (a) i'('Slllls J'or sollll_wnnl IXll' _l_l I{l_>:l. I'Cl)r_'s('lllillg _lat.a [rolll 9 9 high
latil.udc" passes. (h) r_"s,_lls I'c,r iIv,rlllwnr(l I._II' nl,_lI<l_<:I. i'elJrcs,'llliI,,g data from 117
passes.
Figure 3. llesulls c,[' llle hill a\crag_,_l t_lm'nr,I I_ov_li,Lg fl,lx in the same ['orma.t a.s
Figure I. Only mcns_r¢u_enls o1' "ill >0 have h¢,cl_ i_lcl_ded i_l the averages, for Kp>3.
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